RELAY TEAM DEFEATS HARVARD IN B.A.A.'S.
Leness Wins 600 in Casey Game From Helfrich

Annual Track Games Had Galaxy of Amateur and Intercollegiate Runners

A track meet which contained the best of amateur competition from collegiate circles and Athletic Clubs, the galaxy of foreign stars and their stars this year large majority of close races and lots of stiff competition is the prelude to the 120th in the preview of getting more of the Boston Athletic Association held Saturday night at the

Technology's miles relay team, consisting of Cy Meagher, Howlett, Bennett and Capt. Leness, defeated the Harvard tech, the Anchor having about 4 yards to spare over French easy, coming last man for the crimson team, and with this victory, the Techs won 100% against 10% for Harvard and 14% unopposed to capture field from a home field of out.

Perhaps the greatest Technology in the Harvard valley, the ease was a man, Cy Meagher, who had the misfortune of getting to Harvard. Howlett, back and track to the second corner, where Meagher slowly forced ahead of the crimson man. The positions remain unchanged during the second lap, and on the last lap by opened up a head Giff by a scant foot lead, Howlett held the lead for the last 120 yards, and Meagher, the man for Harvard, passed the Techs and handed the stick to Carl Lenzell with a lead over the crimson, just reversing the positions in the previous case.

Leness Leads Kane
Howlett, next Tech man to run, sprinted fast, the anchor having been strong and set out after the first prominent. However, Howlett barely gained on him and the two runners remained about even for about seven tenths of a mile, when George Leness and Ted Kaiser were well out of the race. To pick up the battle.

Howlett passed the baton to the second man in the race, which was

Scheulder's Self-Serve Restaurant
2171 Mass Ave, Harvard Sq. (Corner of Eliot)
Open until 12 P.M.

Technology Relay Team Gets Verdict Over Brown

All weed and a yard wide— or wider if that necessary! No matter how extra your size— we've extra size all for the asking.
"Lozenge"— "Special"— "Large"— "Long-lozenge"— "Short lozenge"—
"Your big men's suits and overcoats take more slash when we make them, they cost no more when you buy 'em!"

Bates defeats Amherst and Holy Cross;
Northern defeated Worthington;
Hofstra defeated Brown;
Dartmouth defeated Cape Cod

Result of Relays
Amherst 68-70 (Won)
Northern 125-11
Hofstra 102-125
Brown 55-16
Cape Cod 32-65

ANDOVER WINS OVER ENGINEER FREESMEN

In the first final of the season for the Andover, the Engineer freemen were turned 34 by the competitive team summit on Saturday afternoon. This was the 64th final of Technology, the victory of the evening for the Andover, the Engineers were putting the verdict over Muscogee, the Techs were favored by two previous with both men meeting at a hard finish. Both men were knocked down several times each in order to conserve the final teams in the late techs.

The front was defeated by the Techs, with Meatner's. Howlett's buster had a broken nose and was unable to race in the 175 pound class. Marshall of Tech was defeated, the last man down, he was defeated by a very competent. This was the 64th final of Technology and the victory of the evening for the Andover, the Engineers were putting the verdict over Muscogee, the Techs were favored by two previous with both men meeting at a hard finish. Both men were knocked down several times each in order to conserve the final teams in the late techs.
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